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CONTRIBUTION TO A COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR IN TEAM SPORT







HOW DO PARTICPANTS MAKE TO REGULATE THEIR ONGOING ACTIVITY TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE
COLLECTIVE COMPLEX BEHAVIOR?
Player





UNDERSTAND HOW A HUMAN REGULATE HIS BEHAVIOR IS ASSOCIATED TO THE
DESCRIPTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS (SELF)







WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE REGULATION?
THEORETICALLY PRESUPPOSED RATHER THAN EMPIRICALLY INVESTIGATED
CONTEXT FRAMEWORK STATE OF ART
Introduction




















































Informational	resource relying on….I f i l s used in	different proportion..
xx
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RATIONAL METHOD RESULTS DISCUSSION
Study












































3- OTHER INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES ILLUSTRATING THE HUMAN COMPLEXITY










ü New	knowledge about	the	individual regulation




What are	the	spatiotemporal conditions	that can explain why people	tend	
to	used different informational resources and	switch	to	a	specific one	?
